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Year 8. The Trouble with Kings/Citizenship  - Full-day 

 Session 1  

Norman Conquest 
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Session 2  

English Civil War  
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Session 3 

Citizenship  

Session 4  

Citizenship  

Session 5  

Parliamentary 

Reform  

 9.15 - greeting/coats etc. 

9.30 - 10.00 (whole class)  

What is the Trouble with 

Kings? Warm-up activity. Draw 

a good or bad king - define 

qualities.  (Whole class) 

10 - 10.30  

William I  - Cruel Retribution 

Students role-play Saxon 

Theigns and their serfs under 

Norman rule, including staged 

deaths! Outside, weather 

permitting. (Group 1) 

10.30 - 11.00  

Fair or Not Fair  (Group 2) 

King John has to face his 

barons, bishops and the lower 

orders in a lively game show 

format. This activity develops 

understanding of the grievances 

felt by the population in 1215.  
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11.10 - 11.20   

Meet George Villiers  

Learners quiz Charles I’s 

advisor, finding out more about 

Villiers and the King’s approach 

to rule.  (Group 1) 

11.20 - 11.40   

Interpretation 

Compare source material about 

Villiers and decide which is the 

most reliable interpretation of his 

part in Charles’ downfall. (Group 

2) 

11.40 - 12.20  

An Englishman’s Home   

Roleplay citizens and soldiers 

living under Charles I’s rule in 

the time leading to The Petition 

of Right; brings misrule and 

unfair taxation to life (Whole 

class). 
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1.00 - 2.00 Create a perfect 

democracy  

Teams work out the 

necessary conditions for a 

democracy, learners 

consider what we have 

learnt from history so far. 

Plan a debate to convince 

others that you have the 

perfect plan for the perfect 

democracy. (Group 1) 

2.00 - 2.40   

Debating  

In Oakham Castle’s 

Victorian court use 

the UK parliamentary 

debating format to put 

forward your 

arguments on the 

motion -  

“How should we be 

ruled?” (whole class) 

 

N.B.  At points in the 

morning there are 2 

activities running 

concurrently. Where 

this is the case half-

class groups will do 

activities alternately. 

2.40 - 3.00 

Reform acts  

A fun, active end to the day 

with a tug of war that illustrates 

the shifts towards ‘votes for all’ 

from 1832 -1928. (Whole 

class) 

TIMINGS AND ACTIVITIES  

CAN VARY TO SUIT YOUR 

NEEDS.   

 

  
 1.00 - 2.00 Create a perfect 

dictatorship 

Teams work out the 

necessary conditions for an 

excellent dictatorship. 

Plan a debate to convince 

others that you have the 

perfect plan for the perfect 

dictatorship. (Group 2) 

 


